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AST July, we started third party pay billing procedures for our hospital
system.  This, in itself, was a monumental achievement. The roll out
was implemented in a few hospitals to iron out the bugs and establish

a smooth transition before we acted in concert with all the hospitals.  
The big problem is just this; there are approximately 151 insurance compa-

nies that have to have individual contracts with Shriner’s Hospitals in order
for us to be paid. Additionally, in order to receive Medicare payments from the
federal government, we need individual Medicare numbers assigned to each
hospital. This is such a monumental undertaking that needs to be done in the
proper sequence or the whole thing unravels. So, where are we today?  The
Springfield Hospital began 3rd party billing on April 5th. Here’s the rub…..
everything we do for a patient needs to have “codes” assigned to each facet or
phase and that is what determines your rate of payment. Obviously, each med-
ical procedure must be pre-approved by the insurance companies. That does
not in itself guarantee payment, it only says they recognize the medical need
and they will determine if they will pay when they receive the billing docu-
ments. The biggest obstacle we face is in the issue of co-pays and deductibles.
Our current by-laws dictate that we do not accept payment in any form from
the patient or the patient’s family. In order to establish a contract, the insur-
ance companies are requiring that we collect co-pays and deductibles. This will
require changes on our part in the upcoming Imperial Session in Denver this

July. Boy, will that be a hot topic! However, I encourage each of you to voice
your support for this with your elected representatives. We need to make
changes in the way we do business or we will put ourselves out of the child care
business. Times have changed and we cannot continue to operate the same
way year after year. Change needs to be enacted and approached from a busi-
ness type aspect. Our fraternity we love so dearly cannot remain in the 20th
century.  

When a hospital submits a document for payment, several things must
occur. First, it goes to Tampa where the document is “scrubbed.” That means
that the entire bill is scrutinized for accuracy and content with the correct cod-
ing on our end. It then goes to another outside concern where it is scrutinized
again and medically evaluated for all the correct codes and that they pertain
to the main procedure. From there, it is sent to another company who does all
the final submission to the payer. Complex? You bet! This is one of the reasons
that health care costs are so high. Look at the time and manpower involved in
collecting 3rd party pay. All in all, the transition is going very smoothly and
the cash receipts have now surpassed the expenses to change over, so we are
on the right track. Even though we are on the right course of action, there are
other things to take into consideration and they are as follows;

The need for change in the SHC Leadership Structure
Our current system of 22 hospitals is governed by a Joint Board of Directors.

Half the Directors are members of the Imperial Divan of Shriners
International and the other half are Nobles elected at large to serve as
Directors of Shriners Hospital for Children. Members of the Joint Boards are
divided into numerous subcommittees which essentially manage the day-to-
day operations of the hospital system. While each hospital has its own Board
of Governors, these hospital boards do not have much, if any, authority to
make decisions affecting their hospitals.

Why change now?
• While some members of the Joint Boards have noted for over ten years

that SHC could not continue spending money at then budgetary levels without
making significant changes to the hospital system, the only proposed changes
to come before the Nobility have been to close hospitals and to accept third
party payments.

• The Joint Boards have breached their fiduciary obligations to SHC by:
• Spending down the principal of the endowment fund.
• Failing to adequately explore obtaining bonding at extremely favorable

interest rates and to fund new construction and major capital improvements.
• Failing to borrow funds at extremely favorable interest rates to fund hos-

pital operations, rather than depleting the endowment until the endowment
can be grown to a sustainable level.

• Failing to mandate system-wide cost saving measures during these diffi-
cult economic times (i.e. allowing a 3.5% across the board increase in budgets
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SMUGGLERS’ NOTCH RESORT IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

ITS VACATION PARTNERSHIP WITH THE ALEPPO SHRINERS

WITH A VERY SPECIAL OFFER.
Located in the heart of Vermont's Green Mountains, featuring mountain-
side lodging, three big mountains with 1,000 acres of terrain for every
ability, award-winning children's programs, and comprehensive vacation
packages all in a spectacular mountain setting, you'll find America's
Family Resort. Whether you are learning to ski and snowboard or are an
expert looking for challenging terrain, Smugglers' is the perfect play-
ground in which to recreate and rejuvenate in a family-friendly environ-
ment.

This offer would introduce the Aleppo Shriners’ Membership to

Smugglers’ “America’s Family Resort” by affording them

the best four season value anywhere.

Low Group Rates to all Aleppo members
without having to satisfy minimum group numbers.

For more information contact:

John "Kup" Kuprianchik
Leisure Travel & Group Vacations

1-800-521-0536
802-644-1282 Direct

jkup@smuggs.com
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